Introduction
This paper is a continuation of [6] . One of the main themes in [6] was to find a twosided cell, written W {v) , of an affine Weyl group and to give an upper bound for the number of left cells in W M . We shall describe all left cells of W a in W M and give the exact number of left cells of W {v) .
Let G = {G, S) be a Coxeter group with S the set of simple reflections. Let / : ( / -• N be the usual length function of G.
Let ^ be the Bruhat order on G (see [7] ). We associate to each WEG two subsets of S:
£?(w) = {seS\sw < w} and M(w) = {seS\ ws < w}.
Let u be an indeterminate and let A = Z [u, u~1] . We define, following Lusztig (see [3] ), the Hecke algebra H of G over A, that is the free A-module with basis T w , weG, and multiplication defined by 
where the P y w («)eZ [«] are known as the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials (see [1] ), which satisfy if>;< wand P Ui Ju) = 1. Throughout this paper, we shall assume that (G, S) is crystallographic. We shall also assume that (G, S) satisfies the following property.
(A) There exists an integer « ^ 0 such that u n f xyz eA + for all x,y,zeG, or equivalently, u n h x y z e A + for all x, y, zeG (see [2, 3.1] ).
This includes Weyl groups and affine Weyl groups (see [2, Theorem 7.2] ). It is well known that for any x, y, zeG, h xyz has non-negative coefficients as a Laurent polynomial in u (see [2, (3 Let W a = (W a , S) be an irreducible affine Weyl group regarded as a Coxeter group: S is the set of simple reflections. Let 0 be the root system whose type is determined by W a (see [5, §1] 
Kazhdan and Lusztig defined the preorders ^t , ^r on W a (see [2] or [1] ), and the associated equivalence relations ~i 9 ~r on W a ; the equivalence classes for ~L (respectively ~ r ) are called left (respectively two-sided) cells.
In [6] , the author proved that the set W (v) is a two-sided cell of W a , which is a union of m left cells of W a for some m ^ \W\, where W is the Weyl group on O (see [6, Theorems 5.2 and 5.3] ). It was conjectured that the equality m = \W\ should always hold (see [6, Conjecture 5.4] ).
In the present paper, we shall verify this conjecture. The proof of Theorem 1.1 will be given in §6.
For any subset J a S, let W, be the standard parabolic subgroup of (W a , S) generated by J. Let w, be the longest element of Wj. Let S be the set of all subsets J of S such that Wj is isomorphic to the Weyl group W on O. Let
where, for any x,y,zeW a , the notation z = x-y means that z = xy and 
Recall that in [5, 6] 
The elements k{x, y)
For any x, yeG, we define two subsets F(x,y) and H{x, y) of G as follows:
where the/,. y z , h x y z eA are defined as in §1 (5), (6) . We shall prove that there exists a unique maximal element in the set F(x, y) or H(x, y). The results of this section will be used in the proof of Theorem 6.1. For any x, yeG, we define 
( 
d) The integer p in (b) is equal to the integer q in (c). Let us denote this integer by n(x, y). Then n(x,y) = l(x) + l(y)-l(X(x,y))

F{x, y) = F{xs, sy) and F(x', y') ^ F(x's,sy')U F(x's,/).
(ii) If 5 6 J §?0>), then we have i^s, y) = {sy, y) and F{s, y') s { j / , / } . We have •s/. / ^ y a n d ^'-s ^ ^ by Lemma 2.2. Hence we obtain
by Lemma 2.1. We have /(xs) < l(x). So by the inductive hypothesis, in the case (i), there exists a unique element X{xs, sy) e F(xs, sy) such that X(xs, sy) ^ z for any z e F(x's, sy') U F(x's, y ') and such that (b) is satisfied by xs and sy instead of x and y; in (ii), there exists a unique element X(xs, y) E F(XS, y) such that A(xs, y)> z for any
and such that (b) is satisfied by replacing x by xs. Let us take X{x, y) to be X(xs, sy) in the case (i) or to be X(xs, y) in the case (ii). Then X(x, y) satisfies (b) and also X(x, y)>z for any zeF(x, y) U F(x', y').
lf@(x) fl 0t{x') = 0, then there exists some se@(x)-@(x f ). We have is an immediate consequence of (a) to (c) and §1 (1).
T T = T (TT)
The following are some simple properties of the element X(x, y) for any x, yeG. We leave the proofs to the reader. 
I'
{X(xs,y)
REMARK. Proposition 2.3 asserts that for any pair x, yeG, there is a unique maximal element X(x, y) in the set F(x, y). We can also show that the element xy is the unique minimal element in the set F(x, y) in the sense that xy ^ z for any zeF(x,y). By (10), (11) and §1 (4), we have that
Thus (a) follows by (11) and (12). By Proposition 2.3, we have
for any (z, w)eK'(x, y). We also have a z b w euA ++ for such a pair (z, w). Thus by (9) and § 1 (4), we obtain (b).
The subset N of W a
Recall the definition of the subset M of W a (see §1 (14)). Now we define
We shall prove that y' 1 w d y = y' 1 • Wj • y for any Je S and w d • y e M, which will imply that N is a set of representatives for the ST-classes of W a in W (v) . The set iV will play a crucial role in the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
T T = T(T T )T
A geometric description of the affine Weyl groups
We shall give, following Lusztig (see [2, 7.5 
; 4]), a geometric description of the affine Weyl group W a = (W a , S).
Let E be an affine euclidean space with a given set of hyperplanes SP'. Let Q be the set of right affine motions in E generated by the orthogonal reflections in the various hyperplanes P in #". We assume that Q is an infinite discrete group acting irreducibly on the space of translations of E and leaving stable the set $F. The connected components of the set E-\J Pe^P are called alcoves of E. Let X be the set of all alcoves of E. Then Q acts simply transitively on X. Let S 1 be the set of Q-orbits in the set of codimension 1 facets of alcoves. Each seS 1 defines an involution A\->sA of X, where, for an alcove A, sA is the alcove differing from A and having a common facet of type s with A. The maps A \-*sA generate a group of permutations of A'. This group, together with its subset S x , is a Coxeter group. We call it an affine Weyl group.
We shall assume that (W a , S) is this particular Coxeter group with S = S v
We assume that W a acts on the left on X. It acts simply transitively and commutes with the action of Q on X. A special point in E is a 0-dimensional facet v of an alcove such that the number n of hyperplanes Pe 3F passing through v is the maximum possible. Let O be the root system determined by W a . Then it is well known that n = |<D REMARK. Fix a special point v in E and let A w = wA+. Then the above description of (W a , S) coincides with that in [5] .
Let &* be the set of hyperplanes P e 2F such that P is a wall of Q for some special point v. The connected components of E-{J Pe jr* P will be called boxes. Clearly, any alcove is contained in a unique box. If v is a special point, we denote by n w the box containing A+.
To any alcove A, we associate a subset S£\A) c S as follows. Let seS and let P be the hyperplane in 2F supporting the common facet of type s of A and sA. We say that 5 6 $£'(A) if A is in that half-space determined by P which meets Q for any special point v.
Following [2, 7.6], we consider the free A-module M with basis corresponding to the alcoves in X. It can be regarded as a left H-module. For seS and AeX, TA JsA if seS-X\A), 8 
\A ZA ]fST(A).
0)
Given a special point v in E, the following facts are well known: Proof Part (a) follows directly by the definitions of A+., A~, Q and C~.\ (b) was proved by Lusztig (see [4, Lemma 3.6] ). Finally, (c) is a simple consequence of (a) and (b).
Recall that in §1 we defined a subset M of W a . The following result gives a geometric description of the set M. 
Let C+ be the closure of Q in E. Then there exists a unique special point v' e Q such that A c n,,. Let xe W a be such that A = x(Al).
Then 
Thus by (7) and (9), we obtain
Comparing (6) with (11), we see that
where the last equality holds by (8), (10) (<=) Let V be a set of representatives for the Q-orbits of the special points in E. We define @ = {AeX\Acz Il v for some ve V}.
This is the fundamental region for the actions of all translations of Q on A'in the strict sense that for every A' eX, there exists a unique Ae0!8 such that A = (A')x for some translation T of Q on E. Hence we have
Now we define a map 0:M^-@l as follows. For any xeM, we may write x = w v • z for some special point v in E and zeW a . Then by the above proof, we see that z~\A+) c Tl v . Let T be the translation of Q such that A = {z-\A+))xe@. Then A is uniquely determined by x. We define 6(x) = A. Clearly, the map 0 is well defined. To reach our goal, it is enough to show that the map 0 is bijective.
Suppose that there exists some y e M such that 0(y) = 9(x). We write y = w v .
• z' for some special point v' and z' e W a . Then z'~\A£) c n v -. By our assumption, there exists some translation zeQ such that
Thus
This implies that v -(v') i and hence w v = w v .. This also implies that z = z', that is, x = y. Thus the map 9 is injective and hence by (14), 6 must be bijective. The result follows. 
We take B = zA. Then M zAB # 0 (its value for £ = 0 is equal to 1). Thus, by (20), we reach our goal.
The distinguished involutions
Recall that the group (G, S) is assumed to be crystallographic with property (A) (p. 254).
Let d{z) = degP liC (u) for any zeG. In [3] , Lusztig proved that
[3, 1.3 (a)]. He defined the following subset 9 of G: 
By (1) and (2), this implies that y ^ z" 
